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This Tutorial
Tutorial Objective
Volume is the quantity of 3D space enclosed by some closed boundary. For example, the space
that a substance (solid, liquid, or gas) occupies. Volume is often quantified numerically using a
derived unit, such as the cubic meter. The objective of this tutorial is to introduce you to the
concept of volume calculations within the GeoMedia Desktop.

Tutorial Text Conventions
There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial:
 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb group, click Ccc.
 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using Bolded Text.
 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using
Italicized Text.

Tutorial Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites for making use of this tutorial; however, having a basic understanding
of the GeoMedia Desktop will be helpful in expediting the execution of certain steps within this
tutorial.
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Section Objective
Volume is the quantity of three-dimensional space enclosed by some closed boundary, for
example, the space that a substance (solid, liquid, or gas) occupies. Volume is often quantified
numerically using a derived unit, such as the cubic meter.
Volume can be applied to a number of applications areas. For example, volumetric approaches
can be used to:
 Determine how much material needs to be moved when leveling land for a road network.
 Delineate areas at risk to flood waters behind a dam
 Calculate the total volume of contained water based upon the height of a dam
 Estimate the total volume material that has been excavated from a quarry.
The objective of the lessons found in this section is to introduce the user to the concept of volume
calculations. This section is based upon a customer workflow. The customer in this case is a
Department of Transportation (DOT). All transportation authorities must protect their assets. In
this particular instance, the DOT in question, needed to develop a spatial model that would allow
them to determine which assets are at risk to flooding when the water behind a dam is allowed to
rise to a specific level.

Tools Used
GeoMedia Advantage or GeoMedia Professional Grid Analysis Tools and GeoMedia 3D.
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Calculating Volume
Objective:
Use Grid Analysis commands to delineate the total area at risk to flooding and in turn, calculate
the total volume of the water being held behind a dam.
In this exercise, you will learn how to use the Rasterize Legend Entries, Fill Depressions,
Overlay, Information, Calculator, and Volume commands.

If you intend to follow this workflow back in your office you must first run
the Fill Depressions command on your input DEM. In this particular
example, the grid layer named DEM has been pre-processed (i.e. the Fill
Depressions command was run on this grid layer prior to creating this
exercise).

Task 1: Rasterize a Legend Entry
The Rasterize Legend Entries command creates a new grid layer from either vector feature class
or query data. The output grid layer will have the same coordinate system, cell resolution, and
extents as the current Study Area. This command, like Rasterize Features, can convert point,
line, area, and compound feature classes to raster layers.
To rasterize a feature class, select it in the GeoMedia Map window legend, and then select the
Rasterize Legend Entries command. A new grid layer, with the same name as the feature class,
will be created and will be included in the active Study Area. The grid layer data values will be
equal to the primary key values of the feature class. All numeric attributes of the feature class will
be linked through the grid data values, and will be available for use in grid analysis functions.
In this task, you will use the Rasterize Legend Entries command to create a Grid layer that
represents the location of the dam.
1. Navigate to C:\Grid Analysis and 3D Tutorials\Calculating Volume\Lesson 1.
2. Double-click on Lesson 1.gws to open the GeoWorkspace for this lesson.
The GeoMedia map window will contain two legend entries, namely a legend entry containing a
DEM grid layer and a legend entry for the location of the dam.
3. Ensure that the GeoMedia Selection tool is enabled, and then use your mouse to
double click on the DAM feature in the map window to display the Properties dialog
box.
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In this case, the feature in question has an attribute called
Proposed_Height. This attribute will ultimatly act as the level of the
water (i.e. it will be used to modify the input DEM so that the input DEM
will contain this value for the top most elevation of the DAM).
4. Click the OK button to close the Properties dialog box.
5. Click on DAM in the Legend to ensure that it is selected.
6. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Rasterize Legend Entries.

A new grid layer will be created and placed into the active Study Area.
This new grid layer will be called DAM.
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Task 2: Add the DAM Feature to the DEM
The Overlay command creates a new grid layer by overlaying two to six grid layers. The process
is analogous to placing maps, one on top of another, on a light table, aligning them to a common
coordinate system, and creating a new map from the visible result. Within this analogy, cells with
data value VOID are "transparent" and all other cells are "opaque.".
In this task, you will use the Overlay command to blend the contents of two grid layers (namely
the DEM and DAM Grid layers).
1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Visualization > Overlay.

The Overlay command takes a minimum of two, and a maximum of six,
Source layers. The Source layers must have extents with a minimum of
one cell overlap.
Source layers can be either fixed point or floating point. If any of the
Source layers are floating point, the Result layer will be floating point.

The stacking order for grid layer is from the bottom-most control to the topmost control. Given this, populate the Layer name controls from the
bottom up.
2. Use the bottom most drop-down Layer name control to specify DEM.
3. Use the second bottom-most Layer name control to specify DAM.
4. With this ordering, the DAM grid layer will be placed on top of the DEM grid layer and
hence a DAM is introduced onto the bare-earth surface.

In this case, just having cells that represent the location of the DAM are
not enough. The use of the Attribute field is therefore critical to the
process.
Most notably, the attribute called Proposed_Height contains a height
value for the water level. When an attribute is specified, the values
within the attribute are used to encode corresponding cells.
In this example, each of the cells that represent the DAM are encoded
with a value of 410 Meters.
5. Use the second bottom-most Attribute control to specify Proposed_Height.

For additional information on how Attribution is used within grid analysis
commands, please refer to section entitled “Data Storage and
Organization” in the “Learning GeoMedia Grid Tutorial”.
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6. Leave the remainder of options as defaults. Your dialog should look like the example
provided below.

7. Click the OK button to execute the command.
8. Once the Overlay command has completed, the GeoMedia map window will update.
Namely a legend entry called Overlay Result Layer will have been added to the Map
Window legend.

This grid layer will look similar to the original DEM layer. The only real
difference is this new layer has a small collection of cells that now
represent the location and height of the dam.
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Task 3: Setting the Data Units for Analysis
As noted in an earlier exercise, the Information window displays information about a layer. In this
task you will use the Information window to set the data units of the newly combined DEM to
Meters.
It is important to note that most of the Surface commands within the Grid tab require that the input
layers all have data units. If you ever get a data units error when processing surfaces layers,
check in the Information window for each input layers to ensure that (a) they all have data units
and (b) that the data units are compatible (e.g. all metric or all imperial).
1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Layer > Information.
2. Once the Layer Information dialog displays, click on the Overlay Result Layer entry to
select it.

3. Click the OK button.
4. Once the Information dialog displays, use the Data units drop-down list to specify
Meters.

5. Click the OK button to apply this change and to close the Information Window.
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Task 4: Creating a Hydrologically Correct Surface
The Fill Depressions command is designed to optimize Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) for use
in hydrologic modeling. It produces a Layer representing a smoothed surface, with all
depressions (which could interfere with the modeling of surface run-off) filled in. Any DEM used
as input for the sequence of commands used to identify drainage networks and watersheds must
be depressionless.

Fill Depressions should be used with caution, and the results compared
with what is known about the terrain characteristics of the region being
modeled. The results of the operation can differ significantly from the
actual terrain.
In some cases, when the primary use of the results is modeling surface
runoff, the differences are acceptable. However, this is a judgement that
must be made based on local knowledge.

In this task, you will run the Fill Depressions command to “fill in” the depression that was
artificially created when we introduced the DAM into the original DEM.
1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis group, click Surface > Fill Depressions.
2. Once the Fill Depressions dialog displays, use the Source layer > Name drop-down
control to specify Overlay Result Layer.
3. Leave the remainder of options as defaults. Your dialog should look like the example
provided below.

4. Click the OK button to execute the command.

The Fill Depression command can take a lot of time to process a DEM so
you must be patient. The process is an iterative one, in short, each pass
over the surface itendifies and removes single cell depresssions. This
process continues until all of the depression have been removed.
5. Once the Fill Depressions command has completed, the GeoMedia map window will
update. Namely a legend entry called Fill Depressions Result Layer will have been
added to the Map Window legend.
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This grid layer will look simliar to the original DEM layer too. However, if
you were to examine this Grid layer more closely, you would notice that
the cells to the upper-right of the dam location have all been updated to
reflect their new height value (raised to a level that matchs the height of
the dam that was introduced).
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Task 5: Identify the Cells that Represent the Flood Water Extents
You now have three DEM layers (1) the original DEM, (2) the original DEM with a DAM location
and height, and (3) a DEM that has been filled (i.e. the cells behind the dam have been modified
to reflect the height of the dam.
In this task, you will use the Calculator command to identify only the cells that have changed
between the original DEM and the filled DEM. With this approach you will be able to delineate the
extent of the flooding based upon the height of the dam.
1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Calculator.
2. Enter “DEM” == “Fill Depressions Result Layer” into the equation text box.

You can either simply type this expression into the equation text box or
use the controls to interactively build the expression. Building the equation
interactively using the controls can reduce the potential for syntax errors.
3. Enter Math Result Layer into the Result layer > Layer name text box.
4. Ensure that the Place results in map window is checked.
5. Leave the remainder of options as defaults. Your dialog should look like the example
provided below.

6. Click the OK button.
7. Once the Calculator command has completed, the GeoMedia map window will update.
Namely a legend entry called Math Result Layer will have been added.

This legend entry represents the extents of the water based upon the dam
location and height. This is very powerful workflow as it effectively
delineates all areas at risk to flooding given a water height. If need be you
can run this type of workflow multiple times and in turn use different height
values and see the effect of each.
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8. Click on the + symbol beside the legend entry entitled Math Result Layer to expand the
entries and reveal the values that make up this grid layer. Your legend entry should
contain two zones, namely (0 and 1).

The cells with a value of 0 are cells where the cells were not equal (i.e. a
change in elevation). The cells with a value of 1 are cells where the cells
were equal (i.e. no change in elevation).
9. This new layer can also be used to help determine total volume. In the next task we will
make one small change so this can be done.
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Task 6: Preparing the Flood Water Extent Layer for Use with

Volume
The Volume command is very powerful and can be used in a variety of ways. In this case, it will
be used to calculate the total volume of water within the flood water extent layer. In order to do
this, a mask map must be created (in this particular case, a binary map consisting of 1 and
VOID), where the VOID areas will act as the exclusions areas.
With this approach, only the cells with value of 1 will be used in the volume calculation (i.e. the
volume calculation will be restricted to coincide spatially with these cells).
In this task, you will use the View Legend(s) command to change values of 1 to VOID’s and
hence create a mask map for use with the Volume command.
1. On the Grid tab, in the Layer panel, click Layer > View Legend.
2. Set the Source Layer > Name to Math Result Layer.
3. Click on the second legend entry to select it.

4. Position your mouse over the value 1 in the legend until you see a # symbol appear.
5. Once the # symbol appears click to display the Change Values dialog box.

6. Enter VOID into the To text box.

7. Click the OK button to apply this change to the legend. Your legend should now look
similar to the example below.
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8. Click the Apply button to apply this change.
9. Click the Close button to close the View Legend(s) dialog and update the map window.
10. The contents of your map window will not change, but the contents of the legend
should update to reflect the new values.

11. Most notably, the legend entry Math Result Layer should now contain VOID and 0.

This grid layer is now ready for use with the Volume command. Please
note that value changes like this can also be done using the Recode
command.
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Task 7: Calculating Volume
The Volume command computes, for each cell of a Surface layer, the volume between that
Surface layer and a cartographic plane defined by either a constant elevation value or a by
Source layer. The Surface layer is characterized at the sub-cell level using the facet scheme
presented by C. Dana Tomlin in Geographic Information Systems and Cartographic Modeling
(published by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1990).
The output values are, depending on user choice, either the volume associated with each Surface
layer cell, or the volume associated with each zone defined by an input layer of area features.
The user can also choose to have the command return the sum of the volumes both above and
below the cartographic plane, the volume below the cartographic plane, or the volume above the
cartographic plane.
In this task you will use the Volume command to calculate to total volume of water contained
behind the dam.
1. On the Grid tab, in the Analysis panel, click Surface > Volume.
2. Set Source Layer > Name to DEM.
3. Set Surface Layer > Name to Fill Depressions Result Layer.
4. Click the Result Layer > Return > Area Volume radio button to toggle it on.
5. Set the Result Layer > Return > Name to Math Result Layer.
6. Use the Result Layer > Return > Units drop-down list to specify km^3.
7. Click the Result Layer > Return > Volume above source radio button to toggle it on.
8. Leave the remainder of options as defaults. Your dialog should look like the example
provided below.

9. Click the OK button.
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For additional information about the Volume command please refer to the
on-line help. The on-line help explains each of the controls within this
dialog.
10. Once the Volume command has completed, the GeoMedia map window will update.
Namely a legend entry called Volume Result Layer will have been added.
11. Click on the + symbol beside the legend entry entitled Volume Result Layer to expand
the entries and reveal the values that make up this grid layer. Your legend entry should
contain two zones, namely (VOID and 0.38721).

12. The value 0.38721 is the answer (i.e. this value is the total volume of water held behind
the dam and it is expressed in cubic kilometers).

When the Volume radio button is chosen in the Volume command, the
Result layer values reflect the volumes between the Source layer and
the Surface layer (volumes A, B, C, and D in the graphic below).

When the Volume above source radio button is chosen in the Volume
command, the Result layer values reflect the volumes above the Source
layer and below the Surface layer (volumes B and D in the graphic
above), with all other cells assigned the value 0.
When the Volume below source radio button is chosen in the Volume
command, the Result layer values reflect the volumes below the Source
layer and above the Surface layer (volumes A and C in the graphic
above), with all other cells assigned the value 0.
13. This exercise is now complete; you can exit GeoMedia and save the changes.
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